CHAPTER III
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM SPANISH AND
OTHER SOURCES
if the indebtedness of English drama to Italy was far heavier than
that of fiction, Spanish literature yielded comparatively little to The
English drama, but, in the long run, a great deal to the novel.1   In Spanish
this case it was not merely that stories and subiects were transferred,con.,   .
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but also that a peculiar attitude to lire happened to coincide with a
streak of humour in the English temperament, and a very effective
way of expressing it found a ready response in English writers.
Enough for the present has been said about the Amadisian romances 2
•—that curious aftermath of mediaeval romance. It was through these
that the age of romance handed on what life remained inextinct to
Sidney and other votaries of fancy and ideality ; from these rather
than from the authentic stock'—to which they might have had easy
access in Malory—the English heroic and sentimental romancers of
the seventeenth century—like the French-—borrowed almost all
the furniture of their protracted and extravagant stories. There will
be something more to be said on this subject in the next chapter.
The Spanish share in the genesis of euphuism can also stand over
for the present. Much more important, for it was a leaven that
has never quite ceased working, was the intensely Spanish alloy of
moralistic sentiment and bitter humour that reached England first
through the picaresque novels.
A propensity for rnoralization and a keen eye for the absurdities Satirical
of things were two immemorial traits in the Spanish character ; in iw&*m t
most writers one or the other preponderates, now and then they are ** *<?****&
seen in conjunction.   The oldest Spanish story-book, the Libre de
Patronio or Conde Lucanor of the Infante Juan Manuel (1282-1348),
1 For Spanish   featuies  in   English  drama see  J    G.  Underbill's  Spanish
Literature tn the England of tfrc Tudor s, 354-358.
3 Set* Volume I., pp. £49-258.
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